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Let (X1 , Y1), (X2 , Y2), ..., be two-dimensional random vectors which are inde-
pendent and distributed as (X, Y). For 0< p<1, let !( p | x) be the conditional p th
quantile of Y given X=x; that is, !(p | x)=inf[y : P(Y y | X=x)p]. We
consider the problem of estimating !(p | x) from the data (X1 , Y1),
(X2 , Y2), ..., (Xn , Yn). In this paper, a new kernel estimator of !(p | x) is proposed.
The asymptotic normality and a law of the iterated logarithm are obtained.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (X1 , Y1), (X2 , Y2), ..., be two-dimensional random vectors which are
independent and distributed as (X, Y). For 0<p<1, let !(p | x) be the
conditional p th quantile of Y given X=x; that is,
!(p | x)=inf[y : P(Yy | X=x)p]. (1.1)
We consider the problem of estimating !(p | x) from the data (X1 , Y1),
(X2 , Y2), ..., (Xn , Yn). Usefulness of conditional quantile functions as good
descriptive statistics has been discussed by Hogg [7] who calls them per-
centile regression lines. The estimation of conditional quantile has received
the attention of several authors, Bhattacharya [2], Stone [12], and more
recently Stute [13], Bhattacharya and Gangopadhyay [3], and Mehra,
Rao, and Upadrasta [9]. The estimator proposed in [3] is basically a con-
ditional version of the sample quantile estimator in the unconditional case.
Using an approach similar to that in Bahadur [1], Bhattacharya and
Gangopadhyay [3] showed the asymptotic normality and established
a Bahadur-type representation of the estimator. The estimator proposed
in [9] is a smooth conditional quantile estimator. Mehra, Rao, and
Upadrasta [9] proved the asymptotic normality and found an almost sure
convergence rate for their estimator.
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Let F(y, x)=P(Yy, Xx) be the joint distribution function of Y and
X. Let G(x)=P(Xx) be the dsitribution function of X. The empirical dis-
tribution functions corresponding to F(y, x) and G(x) are
Fn (y, x)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
I(Yiy, Xix) (1.2)
and
Gn (x)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
I(Xix)=Fn (, x), (1.3)
respectively, where I(A) denotes the indicator function of set A. Let
:n (y, x)=- n(Fn (y, x)&F(y, x)) (1.4)
and
tn (x)=- n(Gn (x)&G(x)) (1.5)
be the corresponding empirical processes. Write h(y, x)=(x) F(y, x),
f (y, x)=(2(x y)) F(y, x), g(x)=G$(x), and m(y | x)=P(Yy | X=x).
The kernel estimators of h(y, x) and g(x) are
h n (y, x)=
1
hn | K \
x&u
hn + dFn (y, u) (1.6)
and
g^n (x)=
1
hn | K \
x&u
hn + dGn (u), (1.7)
respectively, for an appropriate kernel function K(x) and a bandwidth hn .
Using the notations in Horva th and Yandell [8], the kernel estimator of
m(y | x) is
m^n (y | x)=
h n (y, x)
g^n (x)
= :
n
i=1
I(Yiy)K \x&Xihn +< :
n
i=1
K \x&Xihn + , (1.8)
being a kernel type conditional empirical function. m^n (y | x) is nondecreas-
ing and right continuous in y.
In this article, we propose a new kernel estimator of a conditional quan-
tile which is a conditional version of Parzen’s estimator in the univariate
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case (see Parzen [10]). Let m^&1n (y | x)=inf[t : m^n (t | x)y]. Our
estimator of !( p | x) is of the form
! n (p | x)=
1
an | m^
&1
n (y | x)w \ y&pan + dy (1.9)
for an appropriate kernel function w(x) and a bandwidth an . Using an
approach different from that in [9], we shall prove the asymptotic nor-
mality for this estimator under weaker assumptions (see Remark 2.2 of
Theorem 2.1). A law of the iterated logarithm for ! n (p | x) is also obtained.
This LIL improves the almost sure convergence result in [9].
The present paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 gives
the main results and the remarks. The proofs of the theorems are provided
in Section 3.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this paper, we assume that for x=x0 ,
g(x0)>0 (2.1)
and
f (!(p | x0), x0)>0. (2.2)
We further assume that there exist neighborhoods of x0 and !(p | x0), say
Ix0 and I!p , for m2,
sup
y # I!p , u # Ix 0
} 
m
um
h(y, u) }<, supu # Ix 0 | g
(m)(u)| |<, (2.3)
sup
y # I!p , u # Ix 0
} 
2
u2
h(y, u) }<, 
2
y2
h(y, u) is continuous on I!p_Ix0 ,
(2.4)
m
um
h(y, u) is continuous on I!p_Ix0 , g
(m)(u) is contrinuous on Ix0 .
(2.5)
For the kernel functions K(x) and w(x). we assume that both K(x) and
w(x) are symmetric and continuous with compact support in [&1, 1], that
K(x) has bounded variation on R and that
|w(x1)&w(x2)|C |x1&x2 | (2.6)
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for a universal constant C and x1 , x2 # (&, ). We also assume that
|
1
&1
w(x) dx=1 (2.7)
|
1
&1
K(x) dx=1, |
1
&1
x j K(x) dx=0, j=1, ..., m&1,
|
1
&1
xmK(x) dx=:m{0. (2.8)
For the sequence of bandwidth [hn], we require that as n  ,
hn n#1  0 for some #1>0, nh3n=O(n
#2) for some #2>0. (2.9)
Finally, we assume that for some C>0, 0<{1, and y, z # I!p ,
sup
x # Ix0
|m(y | x)&m(z | x)|C | m(y | x0)&m(z | x0)| {. (2.10)
Let
;1=
g(m)(x0) p:m
f (!(p | x0), x0) m!
, ;2= &
:m
f (!(p | x0), x0) m!
m
xm
h(!(p | x0), x0).
Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions (2.1)(2.10), if hn=n&1(2m+1),
an=o(n&m(4m+2)) and an nm(2m+1)log log n   as n  ,
nm(2m+1)(! n (p | x0)&!(p | x0)) w
D N(2, _2),
where 2=;1+;2 and _2=p(1&p) g(x0) 1&1 K
2(u) duf 2(!(p | x0), x0).
Remark 2.1. First of all, for each m2, (2.9) holds for hn=n&1(2m+1).
The convergence rate of ! n (p | x0) to !n (p | x0) is Op(n&m(2m+1)).
Remark 2.2. For m=2, we obtain the same convergence rate as that in
[3, 9]. To obtain this result, Bhattacharya and Gangopadhyay [3]
imposed extra Ho lder conditions in their 2(b); Mehra, Rao, and Upadrasta
[9] required that the kernel functions be twice continuously differentiable
which rules out some popular kernel functions such as the triangular
kernel. Here these extra assumptions are relaxed,
The following result is a law of the iterated logarithm for ! n (p | x0).
Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions (2.1)(2.10), if hn=(log2 nn)1(2m+1),
an=o(n&m(4m+2)) and an nm(2m+1)log2 n   as n  ,
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lim
n   \
log2 n
n +
&m(2m+1)
(! n (p | x0)&!(p | x0))
=2+
(2p(1&p) g(x0)  K2(u) du)12
f (!(p | x0), x0)

n   \
log2 n
n +
&m(2m+1)
(! n (p | x0)&!(p | x0))
=2+
(2p(1&p) g(x0)  K2(u) du)12
f (!(p | x0), x0)
,
where log2 n=log log n and 2 is given in Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.3. For m=2, the strong consistency rate obtained by Mehra,
Rao, and Upadrasta [9] is O((log nn)25) (see their Theorem 3.1). They
also claim that if one chooses the bandwidth of the order O(n&15) (it
should be O((log2 nn)15) actually), the almost sure convergence rate is of
the order O((log2 nn)25). In contrast, the result in above Theorem 2.2 is
more accurate than that in [9].
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Our approach is based on the strong embedding results in [5, 8]. Define
h n (y, x0)=
1
hn | K \
x0&u
hn + dF(y, u), (3.1)
g n (x0)=
1
hn | K \
x0&u
hn + dG(u), (3.2)
m n (y | x0)=
h n (y, x0)
g n (x0)
, (3.3)
and
;n (y | x0)=- nhn (m^n (y | x0)&m n (y | x0)). (3.4)
We first state two useful lemmas. The following lemma is the conse-
quence of the theorem of Cso rgo and Harva th [5] and the proof of
Theorem 3.1 of Horva th and Yandell [8].
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Lemma 3.1. Under the conditions (2.1), (2.3), (2.8), and (2.9) there exists
a sequence of Brownian bridges [Bn (t), 0t1] such that for a constant
;>0,
sup
y # I!p
} ;n (y | x0)&\| K2(u) dug(x0)+
12
Bn (m(y | x0)) }=O(n&;) a.s.
and
- mnEBn (x) Bm (y)=min(m, n)(min(x, y)&xy). (3.5)
Lemma 3.2. Assume (2.1), (2.3), (2.5), and (2.8) hold. Then
sup
y # I!p
}m n (y | x0)&m(y | x0)+ g
(m)(x0) h(y, x0) :m hmn
m! g2(x0)
&
:m hmn
g(x0) m!
m
xm
h(y, x0) }=o(hmn ). (36)
Proof. Write
m n (y | x0)&m(y | x0)
=
1
g(x0)
(! n (y, x0)&h(y, x0))
&
h(y, x0)
g2(x0)
(g n (x0)&g(x0))+
h(y, x0)
g2(x0) g n (x0)
(g n (x0)&g(x0))2
&
1
g(x0) g n (x0)
(g n (x0)&g(x0))(! n (y, x0)&h(y, x0)).
From (2.3), (2.5), and (2.8),
} g n (x0)&g(x0)&h
m
n :m
m!
g (m)(x0) }=o(hmn )
sup
y # I!p
} ! n (y, x0)&h(y, x0)&h
m
n :m
m!
m
xm
h(y, x0) }=o(hmn ).
The lemma follows easily.
In the following proofs, we use the notation bntdn if and only if
bn dn  1 as n  . Define
h n (p | x0)=
1
an | !(y | x0) w \
y&p
an + dy. (3.7)
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Write
h n (p | x0)&!(p | x0)=I1n+I2n , (3.8)
with I1n=h n (p | x0)&h n (p | x0) and I2n=h n (p | x0)&!(p | x0). Write
Hn (y, p)= y0 w(s&p)an) ds. From the change of variable theorem
(Billingsley, 4, p. 219),
I1n=
1
an |

&
yd(Hn (m^n (y | x0), p)&Hn (m(y | x0), p))
=&
1
an |

&
(Hn (m^n (y | x0), p)&Hn (m(y | x0), p)) dy
=&|

& \|
(m^n(y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an
w(u) du+ dy
=&
1
an |

&
w \m(y | x0)&pan + (m^n (y | x0)&m n (y | x0)) dy
&|

& \|
(m^n(y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an \(u)&w \
m(y | x0)&p
an ++ du+ dy
&
1
an |

&
w \m(y | x0)&pan + (m n (y | x0)&m(y | x0)) dy
=r1n+r2n+r3n .
Let A(K, g)=( K2(u) dug(x0))12 and
Rn (y | x0)=;n (y | x0)&\| K 2(u) dug(x0)+
12
Bn (m(y | x0)).
From Lemma 3.1, with probability 1,
- nhn r1n=&
A(K, g)
an | w \
m(y | x0)&p
an + Bn (m(y | x0)) dy
&
1
an | w \
m(y | x0)&p
an + Rn (y | x0) )dy
= &
A(K, g)
an | w \
t&p
an + Bn (t)
g(x0)
f (!(t | x0), x0)
dt
&
1
an | w \
t&p
an + Rn (!(t | x0) | x0)
g(x0)
f (!(t | x0), x0)
dt
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t&
A(K, g) g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0) |
1
&1
w(u) Bn (p+an u) du
&
g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0) |
1
&1
w(u) Rn (!(p+an u | x0) du.
If an is small enough, !(p+an u | x0) # I!p for u # [&1, 1]. Hence from
Lemma 3.1, with probability 1,
} g(x0)f (!(p | x0), x0 |
1
&1
w(u) Rn (!(p+an u | x0) | x0) du }=O(n&;). (3.9)
On the other hand, from Le vy’s theorem (see Shorack and Wellner, 11,
p. 534), with probability 1,
A(K, g) g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0) |
1
&1
w(u) Bn (p+an u) du
=
A(K, g) g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0)
Bn (p)+O(a12n (log a
&1
n )
12). (3.10)
(3.9) and (3.10) imply, with probability 1,
- nhn r1nt&
A(K, g) g(x0)
f (!( p | x0)
Bn (p) (3.11)
having a normal distribution. To estimate r2n , we choose an =>0 such that
a=!(p&(1+=)an | x0) and b=!(p+(1+=)an | x0) both are finite. Write
r2n= &|
b
a \|
(m^n(y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an \w(u)&w \
m(y | x0)&p
an ++ du+ dy
&|

b \|
(m^n (y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an \w(u)&w \
m(y | x0)&p
an ++ du+ dy
&|
b
& \|
(m^n(y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an \w(u)&w \
m(y | x0)&p
an ++ du+ dy
=S1n+S2n+S3n .
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Since w(x) has compact support in [&1, 1],
|S2n ||

b
I \m^n(y | x0)&pan <1+ } |
(m^n (y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an
|w(u)| du } dy
|

b
I \m^n (b | x0)&pan <1+ } |
(m^n (y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an
|w(u)| du } dy
I \m^n (y | x0)&m(b | x0)an <&=+ |

b } |
(m^n (y | x0)&p)an
(m(y | x0)&p)an
|w(u)| du } dy.
From Corollary 5.1 of Horva th and Yandell (1988) and an nm(2m+1)
log2 n  , with probabiliity 1 the indicator function in above last
inequality is zero for large n. Hence |S2n |=0 a.s. for large n. With the same
reason, |S3n |=0 a.s. for large n. It follows that
r2n=O(S1n)
=O(a&1n sup
z # [&1, 1]
|m^n (!(p+an z | x0) | x0)&m(!(p+an z | x0) | x0)| 2)
=O(a&1n sup
y # I!p
|m^n (y | x0)&m n (y | x0)| 2)
+O(a&1n sup
y # I!p
|m n (y | x0)&m(y | x0)| 2). (3.12)
Again by Corollary 5.1 of Horva th and Yandell [8], together with
Lemma 3.2, with probability 1,
- nhn r2n=O \ log2 nn12hn a12n +- nh2m&12n +=O \
log2 n
n12hn a12n
+n&(m&1)(2m+1)+ .
Hence from an nm(2m+1)log2 n   as n  , we have
- nhn r2n=o(1) a.s. (3.13)
For r3n , by Lemma 3.2,
- nhn r3nt&- nhn
g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0)
_|
1
&1
w(u)(m n ((!(p+an u | x0) | x0)&(p+an u)) du
t
g(m) p:m hm+12n n
12
f (!(p | x0), x0)m!
&
:m hm+12n n
12
f (!(p | x0), x0)m!
m
xm
h(!(p | x0), x0). (3.14)
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On the other hand, from (2.4), I2n =O(a2n), implying by taking an=
o(n&m(4m+2))
- nhn I2n=o(1). (3.15)
Combining (3.11), (3.13)(3.15), we have
- nhn (! n (p | x0)&!(p | x0))
t &
A(K, g) g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0)
Bn (p)
+
g(m)(x0) p:m hm+12n n
12
f (!(p | x0), x0)m!
&
:m hm+12n n
12
f (!(p | x0); x0)m!
m
xm
h(!(p | x0), x0).
By the definitions of ;i , i=1, 2, and hn=n&1(2m+1), we obtain
nm(2m+1)(! n (p | x0)&!(p | x0))t&
A(K, g) g(x0)
f (!(p | x0), x0)
Bn (p)+;1+;2 a.s.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Along with the line of the proof of Theorem 2.1,
with probability 1,
! n (p | x0)&!(p |$ x0)t&
A(K, g) g(x0)
- nhn f (!(p | x0), x0)
Bn (p)+hmn (;1+;2). (3.16)
From (3.5) and a LIL in Cso rgo and Hall [6], we have
lim
n  
\
Bn (p)
(log2 n)12
=(2p(1&p))12 (3.17)
for either choice of sign. Hence, by taking hn=(log2 nn)1(2m+1), the
conclusion follows from (3.16) and (3.17).
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